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Comfort pack

Large pack is approximately 8" x 13", small is 5" x 8".
Design idea by Tracy Westhoff, written and sewn by Kristin Lawson.
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Getting started

This pattern assumes that you have basic quilting
knowledge. It does not provide directions for
basic sewing and quilting techniques. The heart
embellishment on the Small Comfort pack on the cover
is paper pieced. General instructions for paper piecing
can be found widely on the Internet.
At the end of this pattern there are printable tags that
you can use if you're giving your Comfort pack as a gift.
There is a page for each of the four variations described
below. The labels include ideas and basic instructions for
using the Comfort pack.
In this pattern, I use the term topstitch. Topstitching
is sewing along the edge of a fold or seam with a long
stitch length, about 3 to 4 mm (7 to 9 stitches per inch).
Check out my latest patterns and other info at
alittlecrispy.com or follow me on Instagram
@CrispyKristin. For questions or comments, please
contact me at kristin@alittlecrispy.com.
The idea for these cute Comfort packs came from
my friend Tracy Westhoff who gave me permission
to turn it into a pattern. You can check out more of
Tracy's creations and follow her on Instagram
@t.s.westy.

Materials

You will need for this project:
 Standard sewing & quilting supplies such as a
sewing machine, iron, air soluble marking pen, and
so on. A rotary cutter, mat, and rulers are helpful,
but optional.
 100% cotton batting, preferably with no scrim.
A scrim is a thin synthetic layer used to hold the
cotton fibers together. Examples of batting with no
scrim include Pellon Nature's Touch, Pellon Legacy,
and Quilter's Dream.
 100% cotton thread.
 Basting glue, such as Roxanne Glue Baste-it, is
helpful, but optional.
 Filling. I recommend cherry pits or feed corn (not
popcorn!) over rice or other fillings. Cherry pits

hold their heat well, smell delightful when heated,
make a soothing sound when they rustle, and are
machine washable. They don't mold unless you put
them away wet and won't break down over the
years. Feed corn holds heat better and gets hotter
than cherry pits and is very inexpensive. A mixture
of feed corn and cherry pits is what I use in my hot
packs.
I get my feed corn from farm supply stores such as Fleet
Farm, but you could also use birdseed corn. It is around
$8 for a 50 pound bag. You can give any leftover corn to
birds or other wildlife.
I get my cherry pits online from cherrypitstore.com
(called “pit stuff” on their site). They sell their cherry pits
in 4 or 40 pound bags for a very reasonable price. The
large Comfort pack needs about 24 ounces of pits, and
the small needs 6 ounces.

Fabric

Use any 100% natural fiber such as cotton or linen. The
Large Comfort pack uses about 1/3 yard, and the Small
uses less than 1/4 yard. You will also need a piece of lining
(10" x 15" for the Large, and 7" x 10" for the Small),
which can be muslin or any ugly fabric, plus scraps and
bits and pieces to embellish the Comfort pack fronts.
The Comfort packs on the cover use Essex Linen (55%
linen /45% cotton) in Natural as the main fabric.

Cutting
All measurements include seam allowances.

Cut out your fabric as listed below. First choose
between a large or small Comfort pack, and then decide
if you are sealing it closed (recommended for cherry pit
filling), or creating a slipcover with an insert for the filling
(recommended for all other fillings).
For the Large Comfort pack, sealed version:
 Front/Back: cut (2) 10" x 15"
 Batting: (1) 10" x 15"
 Front lining: (1) 10" x 15"
For the Large Comfort pack, slipcover version:
 Front: cut (1) 10" x 15"
 Batting: (1) 10" x 15"
 Front lining: (1) 10" x 15"
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 Back top: (1) 10" x 14"
 Back bottom: (1) 10" x 41/2"
 Insert: (2) 9" x 111/2"
For the Small Comfort pack, sealed version:
 Front/Back: cut (2) 7" x 10"
 Batting: (1) 7" x 10"
 Front lining: (1) 7" x 10"
For the Small Comfort pack, slipcover version:
 Front: cut (1) 7" x 10"
 Batting: (1) 7" x 10"
 Front lining: (1) 7" x 10"
 Back top: (1) 7" x 91/2"
 Back bottom: (1) 7" x 31/2"
 Insert: (2) 6" x 71/2"

Small version

For the Small version, you can make the front of the
heart out of a single fabric, out of sewn together scraps,
or you can paper piece it as shown on the cover.
If you want to make a decorative strip embellishment for
the Small version, similar to the Large version, make your
strip 2" wide x 10" long. Fold the raw edges under in the
same way as for the Large version.

1

If you are paper piecing, use the paper piecing
templates on page 8 to piece the heart, but don't
trim around the outer edge of the heart yet.

Sewing your embellishments
All seam allowances are ¼" unless otherwise noted.

You can embellish the front, and the back too if you'd
like. For the Comfort packs on the cover, I used different
embellishments for the Large and Small version.

If you aren't paper piecing, sew together scraps to
make a 3" square or cut a 3" square of fabric for the
front of the heart.

Large version

For the Large version, I used seven mini charm squares
(21/2" squares). You can also use just a plain strip of fabric
that is 21/2" wide x 15" long, or you can get creative by
making mini blocks or piecing scraps together. As long as
your blocks are 21/2" wide unfinished, you'll get the same
effect. Four patches, mini stars, or pinwheels would look
especially cute!

1

2

Cut out a 3" square of matching fabric for the back of
the heart.

3 Cut out the heart template on page 8. On the wrong

side of your back heart fabric, trace around the heart
template with a marking pen. Do not cut anything
yet.

Sew your squares together into a strip. Press.

Comfort pack
Heart template
a Little Crispy

2

On the wrong side of the strip, mark a line 1/2" in from
each of the two long edges. Fold the raw edge over
to meet the marked line and press. Set this aside
until the next section.

4

Place the marked heart fabric right sides together
with the front heart. Sew around on the marked line
with a very short stitch length and matching thread.
Be very careful to land the needle right at the points
and pivot—don't stitch even one stitch past the top
point or it will show later.
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5 Use fine-tipped scissors to snip right into the top

point, right up to the line of stitching. Be very careful
not to snip the stitching line. Cut the extra bulk off
from the bottom point as well. Use these scissors or
pinking shears to trim the seam allowance all the way
around the heart to just over 1/8" and cut notches in
the curves to reduce bulk.

If you're having trouble with the alignment, poke a
few holes along the placement lines on the template
and make dots through the holes on the Front
with an air-soluble marker. Glue baste or pin the
embellishments in place.

Decorative pieced strip placement line

Decorative pieced strip placement line

Comfort pack
Large size
a Little Crispy

Comfort pack
Small size
a Little Crispy

A

6 Use your fine-tipped scissors to cut a slit only in the

back heart. Be very careful not to cut the front heart.
Turn the heart right-side out through the slit. Use a
knitting needle or other blunt, pointed object to push
the seam out all the way around the heart. Press the
heart well. Set it aside until the next section.

3 Layer your batting onto the wrong side of your lining

and then layer your Front piece, right side up, on top
of the batting so that you have a “quilt sandwich”.
I did not find it necessary to baste, but you can if
you'd like. Topstitch along or around the edges of the
embellishments to tack them to the Front piece.
Front Lining, right side down
Batting

Front Lining, right side down
Batting

Front piece,
right side up

Front piece, right side up

Sewing your Comfort pack Front
Sewing your Comfort pack Front is the same whether
you are making the sealed or slipcover version.

1

Print out the Large or the Small template included
at the end of this pattern. The Large template is two
pages. Line up the pages using the A in a circle and
tape the two pages together before cutting out the
template.

2

Approximately center the templates on the right
side of the Front fabric piece and use them to place
the embellishments where they need to be. They
don't have to be perfect at this point, but if you are
aligning the strip for the large pack, try to make sure
that it is parallel to the long sides and not crooked.
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4

Quilt your Front piece as you'd like. I quilted mine
with two strands of Sulky 12 wt. cotton thread.

2

Place your Front piece right sides together with the
Back piece. With a shorter stitch length, sew all the
way around the Comfort pack on the marked line,
leaving a 3"–4" gap on one of the straight sides
for turning. Take special care to make your curves
smooth and stop and pivot right at the points.

Finishing your Comfort pack

The steps to finish your Comfort pack are different for
the sealed and slipcover versions.

Sealed version

1

Use the embellishment topstitching on the Front
Lining (not the Front) to center and align the
template. Use a marking pen to trace around the
Comfort pack template.

3 Trim the seam allowance all the way around the

Comfort pack to about 1/2". Clip the corners as shown
below. Snip a slit into the notches in the neck all the
way to the stitching line, being very careful not to cut
the stitches.

Decorative pieced strip placement line

Decorative pieced strip placement line

Comfort pack
Large size
a Little Crispy

A
Comfort pack
Small size
a Little Crispy
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4

Turn the Comfort pack right side out through the gap
in the stitching and press.

2

Fold both raw edges to meet the line and press. Fold
the edges over one more time on the marked line
and press. Topstitch along the edges.

3 Use the embellishment topstitching on the Front
Lining (not the Front) to center and align the
template. Use a marking pen to trace around the
Comfort pack template.

5 Fill the Comfort pack with cherry pits: approximately

24 ounces (about 6 cups) for the Large, and 6 ounces
(about 11/2 cups) for the Small.

Slipcover version

1

Mark a line 1" (3/4" for the Small version) from the
lower edge of the Back Top and upper edge of the
Back Bottom pieces.

Decorative pieced strip placement line

matching thread.

Decorative pieced strip placement line

6 Hand stitch the gap closed with a slip stitch and

Comfort pack
Large size
a Little Crispy

A
Comfort pack
Small size
a Little Crispy
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4

Place your Front piece right side facing up on the
table. Layer the Back Top piece on top of it, right side
facing down, top and side raw edges aligned. Then,
layer your Back Bottom piece on top, right side facing
down, bottom and side raw edges aligned with the
bottom and side raw edges of the Front piece. Pin
together on the Front Lining side.

5

Flip your Comfort pack over. With a shorter stitch
length, sew all the way around the Comfort pack
on the marked line. Take special care to make your
curves smooth and stop and pivot right at the points.
Sew over the overlapping portion of the two back
pieces a few times to make sure they're secure.

6 Trim the seam allowance all the way around the

Comfort pack to about 1/2". Clip the corners as shown
below. Snip a slit into the notches all the way to
the stitching line, being very careful not to cut the
stitches.

7

Turn the Comfort pack right side out through the
hole in the overlap and press.

8 On the wrong side of one of the Insert pieces, use

the template and a marking pen to mark a line all the
way around the main body of the Comfort pack from
neck notch to neck notch.

Decorative pieced strip placement line

Decorative pieced strip placement line

Comfort Pack
Large size
a Little Crispy

A
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9 Place the insert pieces right sides together. Sew

around just inside the marked line, leaving the neck
gap open for turning.

10

Trim the seam allowance to about 1/2" all the way
around and turn the insert right side out. Fill it with
cherry pits: approximately 24 ounces (about 6 cups)
for the Large, and 6 ounces (about 11/2 cups) for the
Small.

11

Hand or machine stitch the gap closed and push
the insert into the Comfort pack slipcover through
the hole in the overlap.

You're done! Enjoy your Comfort pack!

1
5

Comfort pack
Heart template
a Little Crispy

2

4
3

1
2

Heart paper
piecing template

3
4

This box
should
measure
1” square
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Comfort pack
Large size
a Little Crispy

This box
should
measure
1” square

A

Decorative pieced strip placement line

Decorative pieced strip placement line
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A
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This box
should
measure
1” square

Comfort pack
Small size
a Little Crispy
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Labels for Large hot packs, sealed version

Cherry pit hot or cold pack

Cherry pit hot or cold pack

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

This Cherry pit pack can be used either hot or cold.

This Cherry pit pack can be used either hot or cold.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 2-3 minutes. Don’t heat for too
long or without the water to avoid scorching the
fabric. The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 2-3 minutes. Don’t heat for too
long or without the water to avoid scorching the
fabric. The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To wash, place the entire pack in the washing
machine and then the dryer. Make sure it is
thoroughly dry before storing.

To wash, place the entire pack in the washing
machine and then the dryer. Make sure it is
thoroughly dry before storing.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.

Cherry pit hot or cold pack

Cherry pit hot or cold pack

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

This Cherry pit pack can be used either hot or cold.

This Cherry pit pack can be used either hot or cold.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 2-3 minutes. Don’t heat for too
long or without the water to avoid scorching the
fabric. The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 2-3 minutes. Don’t heat for too
long or without the water to avoid scorching the
fabric. The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To wash, place the entire pack in the washing
machine and then the dryer. Make sure it is
thoroughly dry before storing.

To wash, place the entire pack in the washing
machine and then the dryer. Make sure it is
thoroughly dry before storing.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.
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Labels for Large hot packs, slipcover version

Hot or cold pack

Hot or cold pack

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

This pack can be used either hot or cold.

This pack can be used either hot or cold.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 2-3 minutes. Don’t heat for too
long or without the water to avoid scorching the
fabric. The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 2-3 minutes. Don’t heat for too
long or without the water to avoid scorching the
fabric. The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To wash, remove the insert through the back
opening and wash the cover in the washing
machine. Air dry or dry on low heat.

To wash, remove the insert through the back
opening and wash the cover in the washing
machine. Air dry or dry on low heat.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.

Hot or cold pack

Hot or cold pack

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

This pack can be used either hot or cold.

This pack can be used either hot or cold.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 2-3 minutes. Don’t heat for too
long or without the water to avoid scorching the
fabric. The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 2-3 minutes. Don’t heat for too
long or without the water to avoid scorching the
fabric. The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To wash, remove the insert through the back
opening and wash the cover in the washing
machine. Air dry or dry on low heat.

To wash, remove the insert through the back
opening and wash the cover in the washing
machine. Air dry or dry on low heat.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.
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Labels for Small hot packs, sealed version

Cherry pit hot or cold pack

Cherry pit hot or cold pack

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

This Cherry pit pack can be used either hot or cold.

This Cherry pit pack can be used either hot or cold.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 1 minute. Don’t heat for too long
or without the water to avoid scorching the fabric.
The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 1 minute. Don’t heat for too long
or without the water to avoid scorching the fabric.
The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To wash, place the entire pack in the washing
machine and then the dryer. Make sure it is
thoroughly dry before storing.

To wash, place the entire pack in the washing
machine and then the dryer. Make sure it is
thoroughly dry before storing.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.

Cherry pit hot or cold pack

Cherry pit hot or cold pack

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

This Cherry pit pack can be used either hot or cold.

This Cherry pit pack can be used either hot or cold.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 1 minute. Don’t heat for too long
or without the water to avoid scorching the fabric.
The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 1 minute. Don’t heat for too long
or without the water to avoid scorching the fabric.
The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To wash, place the entire pack in the washing
machine and then the dryer. Make sure it is
thoroughly dry before storing.

To wash, place the entire pack in the washing
machine and then the dryer. Make sure it is
thoroughly dry before storing.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.
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Labels for Small hot packs, slipcover version

Hot or cold pack

Hot or cold pack

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

This pack can be used either hot or cold.

This pack can be used either hot or cold.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 1 minute. Don’t heat for too long
or without the water to avoid scorching the fabric.
The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 1 minute. Don’t heat for too long
or without the water to avoid scorching the fabric.
The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To wash, remove the insert through the back
opening and wash the cover in the washing
machine. Air dry or dry on low heat.

To wash, remove the insert through the back
opening and wash the cover in the washing
machine. Air dry or dry on low heat.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.

Hot or cold pack

Hot or cold pack

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

Great for soothing aches and pains, warming up,
or comforting a child or pet.

This pack can be used either hot or cold.

This pack can be used either hot or cold.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use cold, place the pack in the freezer in a
sealed bag.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 1 minute. Don’t heat for too long
or without the water to avoid scorching the fabric.
The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To use hot, heat it in the microwave along with a
mug of water for 1 minute. Don’t heat for too long
or without the water to avoid scorching the fabric.
The pack can be reheated as often as needed.

To wash, remove the insert through the back
opening and wash the cover in the washing
machine. Air dry or dry on low heat.

To wash, remove the insert through the back
opening and wash the cover in the washing
machine. Air dry or dry on low heat.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.

To create moist heat, add a little pure water to
the fabric after it is heated.
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